Subsurface rock properties are manifested in seismic records as variations in traveltimes, amplitudes, and waveforms. It is commonly acknowledged that traveltimes are sensitive to the long wavelength part of the velocity, whereas amplitudes are sensitive to the short wavelength part of the velocity. The inherent sensitivity of seismic velocity at different wavelengths suggests an approach that decomposes the waveform data into traveltime and amplitude components. Therefore we propose a divide-and-conquer approach to the elastic waveform inversion problem. We first estimate the smoothly varying background velocity from the traveltime and the rapidly changing perturbations from the amplitude by amplitude variation with offset (AVO) inversion based on linearized reflection coefficient. Then we combine the perturbation with the background to obtain a starting model to be used in the final waveform inversion that models all converted waves and internal multiples assuming a 1-D earth model. For estimating the background velocity, we use the flatness of events as the objective criterion, and simulated annealing as a search tool. Three different model parameterization schemes (constant velocity blocks, splines, and arctangent models) are compared, with the arctangent having the most flexibility and least artifacts. Having obtained the background velocities, we analyze the AVO effects to estimate the perturbations to the background, for which we use a linearized inversion method. The combination of the perturbation and background should be sufficiently close to the true model so that the inverse problem becomes quasi-linear. A full elastic waveform inversion is used to fine-tune the combined model to obtain P-wave and S-wave velocity and density, again using either a nonlinear optimization method or an iterative linearized solution. Application of the inversion algorithm to synthetic data from an 84-layer model was able to predict the full reflectivity data and recover the true model parameters. Application to one seismic line in the Carolina Trough area found a thin gas zone which produces strong Bottom Simulating Reflectors (BSRs).
INTRODUCTION
Determination of rock properties by seismic waveform inversion is an active area of research. This is usually accomplished by a model-based inversion method in which one attempts to obtain an earth model by iterative fitting of seismic waveform data. This is done formally by casting the problem as an optimization problem in which we seek the optimum value of a suitably defined error function (also called cost or misfit function) that measures the differences between the observed and the synthetic seismograms. Local (Tarantola, 1987) and global optimization methods (Sambridge and Drijkoningen, 1992; Sen and Stoffa, 1995) are often used for this purpose. Although the nonlinear nature of the problem and the multimodality of the objective function used for this problem are well recognized, traditionally local methods have been preferred over the global optimization methods primarily because of the computational cost. These methods (e.g., McAulay, 1985; Mora, 1987; Wood, 1993) suffer from the fundamental limitation that the starting solution should not be very far from the optimal answer. The inverse problem is nonlinear, especially for large offset data or large material property contrasts between layers, and the application of global optimization methods such as simulated annealing (SA) and genetic algorithms (GA) have been reported. Another class of model estimation methods that exploit amplitudes alone (i.e., AVO) has been very popular in exploration applications. This is because fractional changes in elastic properties of rock layers are manifested in seismic data as anomalies in amplitudes of seismograms recorded at different distances (offsets) from the source. Some go a little further to compare predicted data from the inversion with the field data (Simmons and Backus, 1996) after an AVO analysis. A hybrid approach in which the waveform inversion problem is broken into two parts-global optimization for the traveltime matching and local optimization for the amplitudes-was proposed by Cary and Chapman (1988) . Chunduru et al. (1997) proposed the use of gradient information to speed up the background velocity estimation problem as part of a global optimization method.
The objective of this paper is to develop techniques and then apply these techniques to real seismic data to determine rock properties. However, here we propose a multistage inversion approach. The first part of the problem will use robust techniques to derive the background velocity variations. Having obtained a reliable background, we proceed to estimate the perturbations to the background. Conventional techniques would pause at this point, interpret the estimated perturbation, and derive so-called AVO attributes. However, once the background and the perturbation are obtained, we combine them to form a starting model for a full reflectivity modeling used in full waveform inversion.
The motivation for employing a multistage inversion stems from the fact that there are two kinds of attributes that seismic data provide: traveltime and amplitude. The traveltime is related to the long period (smooth) variation of the velocity. The relationship between the two is nonlinear. However, the amplitude is quasi-linearly related to the short period (rapid) impedance changes. In between the long and short periods, there exists a so-called "null" space which cannot be resolved by the seismic data alone (Tarantola et al., 1990) .
We believe that the distinct nature of the two kinds of information available from seismic data favors an approach that treats the traveltime and amplitude separately. The nonlinear relationship between the traveltime and smooth (background) velocity suggests a nonlinear inversion approach for this part of the problem. For the AVO inversion, a linearized inversion method (Smith and Gidlow, 1987) can be used to obtain a solution in a least squares sense, because the relationship between the seismic amplitude and impedance changes is quasi-linear for precritical angles of incidence and small contrast in material properties.
The combination of the background with the perturbations may not always explain all the features in the data such as the postcritical reflections and converted waves. However, the combination should provide a reasonable starting model for a full elastic waveform inversion. The fine tuning of the model can then be achieved by a nonlinear method, such as very fast simulated annealing (VFSA), or if the starting model is close enough to the true model, an iterative linear approach can be used. Our algorithm is described with a flowchart in Figure 1 .
DATA SPACE
We choose to work in the τ -p domain because: 1) Assuming 1-D earth models, in isotropic media, traveltime curves are sums of ellipses. No approximation is needed. The ellipses are related directly to the interval velocity.
2) Multiples are repeated periodically. It is the natural domain to model multiples and apply predictive deconvolution to remove multiples. 3) The linearized approximation for the P-wave reflection coefficient can be directly applied since the spherical divergence correction is automatically taken into account by the plane-wave decomposition. 4) Generation of synthetic seismograms is very fast.
Besides the artifacts associated with plane wave transformations of real data, the assumptions of zero dip, the source and receiver array response, offset trace spacing, and finite aperture in real data are the leading concerns in practical applications. The receiver array group response is the standard antenna response, which depends on the receiver spacing, number of receivers, ray parameters (receiver angles), and frequencies.
FIG. 1. Flowchart of the combined inversion algorithm. The inversion consists of three stages: estimating background velocity from traveltimes, estimating perturbation to the background from amplitudes, and combining the results from the first two stages to estimate rock properties from the full waveform data. VFSA = very fast simulated annealing. LI = linearized inversion.
The receiver response can be predicted, and thus can be removed from the data. Good trace interpolation schemes can generate dense offset data to help minimize transform artifacts. Exponential tapering is often applied to the x-t data to reduce the effects of finite apertures (Brysk and McCowan, 1986) . Such a tapering helps reduce the truncation phases, which if present, interfere with signals. Tapering also affects the amplitudes of the plane-wave seismograms within the range in which they are applied. We do not include these ray parameters in our analysis.
LINEARIZED INVERSION FOR THE PERTURBATION TO THE BACKGROUND
The strength of reflected compressional waves off an interface changes as a function of incidence angle or offset. This effect, called amplitude variation with offset or AVO, has been used in the oil industry to detect the presence of subsurface hydrocarbons and to determine lithology. Although the Zoeppritz equation predicts the exact reflection coefficient as a function of incidence angle, a linearized approximation is often used to provide insight about how each parameter affects the reflection coefficient. There are many different linearized approximation forms for reflection coefficients (Bortfield, 1961; Aki and Richards, 1980; Shuey, 1985; Hilterman, 1989) . These formulations are compared in Castagna (1993) . Here, we use the following linearized reflection coefficient given by Aki and Richards (1980) :
where R is the reflection coefficient of P-waves, α is the average P-wave velocity, β is the average S-wave velocity, ρ is the average density, θ is the average of angle-of-incidence and angleof-transmitted P-wave, and α, β, and ρ are the changes in α, β, and ρ across the interface, respectively. The linearized formulation works well for most seismic reflection surveys where α/α, β/β, and ρ/ρ are sufficiently small such that the second order terms can be neglected and the incidence angle does not approach the critical angle. Note that θ is the average angle rather than the local angle of incidence.
After τ -p transformation and normal moveout correction of a common midpoint (CMP) gather, the ray parameters along constant intercept time (τ ) slices are known. Given the interval velocity, the local angles of incidence are also known for a constant τ slice.
However, given the background velocities (α) and the τ -p transformed data (R), we can, in principle, solve for four unknown model parameters, namely, α/α, β/β, ρ/ρ, and β 2 /α 2 , using Equation (1). Often it is preferable to include β 2 /α 2 as a priori information based on well logs or some other empirical relationship. For example, for young clastic rocks, the "mudrock line" (Castagna et al., 1985) gives a linear relationship (α = 1.36 + 1.16β) between P-wave velocity and S-wave velocity. To avoid unstable inversion results, we often use another a priori assumption for densities. For example, Hamilton's equation (Hamilton, 1980) (Gardner et al., 1974) can be used to relate ρ/ρ to α/α. Using these relationships between α, β, and ρ, we can derive the following system of equations:
where p = sin θ/α. This represents an over-determined system which can be solved for α/α and β/β by least squares at each τ . We can rewrite equation (2) as
whereW is the weighting matrix (Menke 1984) . Thus α/α and β/β can be directly obtained by a simple weighted stacking at each τ .
Having derived α/α and β/β sections, we can also derive two other model parameters to highlight the fluid-content information (Smith and Gidlow, 1987) . A "pseudo-Poisson's ratio reflectivity" is defined to reflect the changes in Poisson's ratio by the following equation:
where Q = α/β, which increases monotonically with increasing Poisson's ratio σ . P-wave velocities decrease across the interface between water-bearing and gas-bearing sandstone, whereas S-wave velocities remain about the same. Therefore, Poisson's ratio as well as Q decrease at the top of a gas-filled sandstone and increase at the bottom. Q is much more convenient to use than Poisson's ratio.
A "fluid factor reflectivity" can be defined to search for any deviation from the assumed relationship between α and β, which for the "mudrock line" becomes
Note that F is zero if α and β follow (in this case) the mudrock line. Any deviation from the mudrock line should be indicated by a nonzero value of F. Since gas-bearing sandstone separates nicely from water-bearing sandstone, F should be negative at the top of a gas-filled sandstone and positive at the bottom. Note also that magnitude of F indicates explicitly the magnitude of deviation from the assumed mudrock line. The mudrock line, however, is true only for a narrow band of lithology.
Once a background has been proposed, the fractional quantities α/α, β/β, etc. can be extracted from the τ -p seismograms within the precritical range. Xia et al. (1997) presented several synthetic and one real data example (Mobil offshore data) to illustrate this technique. However, we note the following limitations of the weighted stacking technique (Xia et al., 1997) : (1) the background velocity must be known accurately, (2) the method assumes weak contrasts in the material properties, and (3) mode conversions and internal multiples are not included.
BACKGROUND VELOCITY ESTIMATION
A crucial requirement for the success of the linearized inversion is the right timing, that is, a proper alignment of the reflection events. To test the sensitivity of the algorithm to the timing, we apply NMO corrections using a suite of velocity models. Results from one such inversion are shown in Figure 2 for an interval velocity error of 2.0%. Our analysis based on this model indicates that small error in the background velocity can produce only marginally acceptable results. The fluid factor is very sensitive to the background P-wave velocity. The reason is that the fluid factor depends heavily on the far offset stack (or the larger ray parameters), as shown by the weights to estimate the fluid factor (Xia et al., 1997 ). An incorrect background P-wave velocity will normally cause misalignment of large ray parameter gathers; this stacking will, therefore, result in incorrect estimates of fluid factors. The fractional change in P-wave velocity, however, is a relatively robust model parameter. It is primarily estimated from the near offsets and does not show strong dependence on the background velocity.
The background velocity determines traveltime trajectories. An AVO analysis without a reasonably good background velocity does not make sense. Not only because the primary reflection events are not aligned properly without a good background velocity, but also because the coefficients being used in the linearized approximation will be distorted (i.e., the wrong incidence angle is used because of the wrong velocity).
FIG.
2. Effect of error in background velocity on AVO inversion: (a) a 2% velocity error was added to the true background and used for NMO correction. The overcorrection is due to the fact that a faster velocity is used. (b) AVO inversion results show the fluid factor misses the true value, through α/α is well recovered. The solid line is the true model, the dashed line is the inverted model.
Assuming that there are enough reflection events, a conventional velocity analysis (Taner and Koehler, 1969; Schneider, 1971 Schneider, , 1984 measures the coherency of events for a sweep of velocity values along approximated hyperbola (or higher order approximations). The correlation function is displayed as a function of the stacking velocity and two-way time. Large values on the display are picked to generate a table of stacking velocities as a function of normal incidence two-way times, which is then converted to interval velocity using Dix's equation.
The same philosophy can be applied in the τ -p domain where traveltimes follow ellipses (Schultz, 1982) . The relationship between traveltimes and interval velocity has an exact formula,
where τ n is the intercept time up to the nth layer, p is the ray parameter, and Z i is the thickness of ith layer. The vertical slowness q i is related to v i the interval velocity of ith layer, i.e.,
The interval velocity as a function of two-way time can be resolved in a top-down fashion. Stoffa et al. (1992) implemented an interactive algorithm to pick interval velocities in the τ -p domain. Here, we will describe an automated background velocity estimation algorithm in the τ -p domain using simulated annealing.
Model parameterization
The goal here is to find a smooth background velocity that will result in predicted traveltimes that best match the traveltimes of the primary reflection events. However, the question remains as how to parameterize the background velocity? The easiest way of parameterizing the background velocity is by means of constant velocity layers, that is, a blocky model. The total number of layers should be proportional to the identified primary events, and the velocity within each layer remains a constant. To avoid time picking, the thickness of each layer is treated as a model parameter.
Spline interpolations have been extensively used in many geophysical applications. There are many variations of spline interpolation methods. Cubic spline interpolation is the most commonly used. It has the desirable property of continuity up to second-order derivatives at the control points or spline nodes. One drawback of spline interpolation is that undesired oscillations may occur.
The arctangent function is an alternative to the above mentioned model parameterization. Models are represented as cascades of arctangent functions (Sen and Frazer, 1985) as follows:
where V 0 is the dc component of V (z), z k is the node location in depth, V k is the velocity change or throw, and b k is the width which controls the steepness of V k . Unlike spline parameterization in which locations of the nodes and velocity at the nodes are variables, three variables are needed for each node in arctangent descriptions. By using different combinations of these parameters, we can model realistic geologic structures, modeling smooth velocity transitions as well as very abrupt changes. The potential of arctangent functions as the basis function to characterize subsurface rock properties has not been extensively explored. Figure 3 summarizes the three model parameterization methods. Three model parameterization methods are used to describe the same velocity model, with their constituent basis functions shown in the left panel.
Misfit function and optimization
Having chosen a particular model parameterization scheme, we cast the problem of determining the background velocity as an optimization problem in which we seek a velocity model that flattens the reflection events. This can be done by using a suitably defined objective function.
To measure how good the predicted data match the original data, two types of objective functions can be used (Sen and Stoffa, 1995) . The first type is the geometric measure of the misfit, which is not sensitive to the absolute amplitude differences: The second is the harmonic measure of the misfit, which is sensitive to the absolute amplitude differences:
In Equations (9) and (10), x i is the original data, y i is the predicted data; where α = 2, the measure is the L 2 norm. For the background velocity estimation problem, x i can be defined as a stacked trace, and y i is the NMO corrected trace at different ray parameters. The type of misfit measure and the proper norm are determined by the nature of the application, and are dependent on the signal-to-noise ratios.
Given the objective function, we now need to choose an optimization method to locate its optimum value. Due to the nonlinear nature of the background velocity estimation problem, a global optimization method is an ideal choice for this purpose.
Global optimization methods such as Monte Carlo methods randomly sample the model space and estimate the uncertainty in the model estimation. Being truly random, each trial model does not care about whether the model is good or bad. This makes Monte Carlo methods very expensive. A variant of the Monte Carlo method called simulated annealing (SA) uses a guided search method.
Simulated annealing was first proposed in Kirkpatrick et al. (1983) . It is analogous to the natural process of crystal annealing when a liquid gradually cools to a solid state. The SA technique starts with an initial model m 0 , with associated error or energy E(m 0 ). It draws a new model m new from a flat distribution of models within the predefined limits. Note that each model parameter can be bounded by different limits. The associated energy E(m new ) is then computed and compared against E(m 0 ). If the energy of the new state is less than the initial state, the new state is considered to be good. In this case, the new model is accepted and replaces the initial model unconditionally. However, if the energy of the new state is larger than the initial state, m new is accepted with the probability of exp(−(E(m new )− E(m 0 ))/T ), where T is the annealing temperature that controls if the "bad" model should be carried over to the new model. This completes one iteration. It is the rule of accepting with a probability that makes it possible for SA to be able to jump out of the local minima. The same process is repeated for a large number of times, with the annealing temperature gradually decreasing according to the predefined scheme. Hopefully, with a carefully defined cooling schedule, a global minimum can be found. One may choose a linear or logarithmic decreasing cooling scheme. The tradeoff here is between the computation cost and the accuracy of the result. Fast cooling will fail to produce a crystal, slow cooling takes a long time.
To speed up the annealing process without much sacrifice in the solution, a variant of SA, Very Fast Simulated Annealing (VFSA) was proposed in Ingber (1989) . VFSA differs from SA in the following ways. The new model is drawn from a temperature dependent Cauchy-like distribution centered around the current model. This change has two fundamental effects. First it allows for larger sampling of the model space at the early stages of the inversion when the temperature is high, and much narrower sampling in the model space as the inversion converges when the temperature decreases. Second, each model parameter can have its own cooling schedule and model space sampling scheme. Therefore, it allows for individual control for each parameter and the incorporation of a priori information.
Examples
In order to evaluate the background velocity estimation algorithm, we generated plane-wave seismograms for the velocity model of Figure 4a , which is an 84-layer model derived from a sonic log at a well located in the North Sea. The compressional velocity is characterized by a strong contrast between shallow sediments and higher velocity carbonate formations. This sharp contrast causes two major concerns on the data processing. It limits the useful aperture of seismic data, and the linearized approximation which assumes small fractional changes is no longer valid. Because there is no shear-wave information available, we assume the mudrock line to relate shear-wave velocity with compressional-wave velocity. The density is derived from the P-wave velocity using Gardner's relation.
A reflectivity method (Kennett, 1983 ) that includes all propagation modes such as converted waves and internal multiples was used to generate the synthetic data. No surface multiples and attenuation are included. The source has a flat spectrum in the frequency band of interest (8-65 Hz). The synthetic seismograms are shown in Figure 4b . Postcritical reflections and strong reflection events from the sharp impedance contrasts dominate the seismograms.
For each model parameterization method, we applied VFSA to maximize the flatness of the NMO-corrected reflection events. We found the cooling schedule by trial-and-error, and stopped the iteration when the annealing temperature was sufficiently low. The results are presented in the following way. For the blocky model, the best-estimated P-wave velocity is displayed in Figure 5a , with the true velocity shown in red as the reference. Figure 6 shows the corresponding NMO prediction
FIG. 4. (a)
A P-wave velocity model derived from a sonic log in a North Sea well, and consisting of 84 layers. (b) Synthetic plane-wave seismograms generated for the velocity model of (a). A full-reflectivity forward-modeling method was used. The seismograms contain all converted waves and internal multiples. Figure 6 is the NMO-corrected data using the true velocity, the middle panel is the NMO-corrected data using the best estimated block model, and the right panel shows the difference between the first two.
error. The left panel in
Figures 5b and 5c show the models, and Figures 7 and 8 correspond to the displays for spline parameterization and the arctangent parameterization, respectively. From examination of the these figures, we conclude:
1) The blocky model performs the worst among the three model parameterization methods, as seen from the large residuals in the NMO difference plot ( Figure 6 ).
2) The spline model performs better than the blocky model.
It is clear that splines offer a qualitative improvement over blocky models, and are smooth. Closer examination of the inverted velocity reveals that the spline model has overestimated the curvature (second-order derivative) at the carbonate zone, and produces an undesirable back swing in the velocity estimation. 3) Clearly, for this problem the arctangent model emerges from the three as the best, as demonstrated in the NMO difference plot (Figure 8 ). The inverted velocity (Figure 5c ) mimics the trend of the sonic log quite well.
Although the above conclusions are based on one model only, the merit of the arctangent model is quite obvious. Fine tuning of the spline model may produce comparable results (e.g., penalizing the second-order derivative in order to have smoother models), but this requires a priori input. Also we note that the arctangent function requires three model parameters per node whereas the splines require only two.
FULL ELASTIC WAVEFORM INVERSION
We have presented a robust method to estimate the background velocity in the previous section. Given the estimated around the starting model parameter is defined to be within 10% variation relative to the starting model. The termination of the inversion can be dictated by two conditions. A fixed number of iterations can be predefined to force the inversion to quit. The number is purely empirical and needs to be determined. Alternatively, a soft bound such as the acceptable misfit level can also be applied. The inversion stops whenever the misfit falls below that level. Another important aspect of VFSA is the cooling schedule. The starting and ending temperature, as well as the rate of cooling are control parameters, and all have to be prescribed from experience.
Example: 84-layer model revisited
As seen in Figure 10 , the initial combined model is already able to predict most of the precritical events, with the exception of the event that originated from the high impedance contrast between shallow sediments and carbonates. The largest error comes from the postcritical reflections, which the linearized approximation did not try to model. There are a total of 84 layers with a sampling rate of 8 ms, so the total number of model parameters is 252.
A 10% variation superimposed on the starting model defines the search space (Figure 11 ) since the starting model is already close to the true model. We first ran the VFSA inversion for 500 iterations. The data misfit at the final iteration is shown in Figure 12b . Major features in the "field data" are matched by the synthetics, although there are still some residuals in the difference plot.
To improve the match between the data and the prediction further, we let the inversion run for 1000 iterations. The best model ( Figure 13 ) and the data comparison (Figure 14) are presented, and the improvement over the previous run is quite obvious. All the major events are very well predicted, including the postcritical reflections and the reflection from the strong impedance contrast between the sediments and carbonates. background velocity, perturbations to the background can be readily estimated in a least squares sense. The next logical step is to combine these two ends of the spectrum together and use the combined model to predict the prestack data. Figure 9 shows the combined velocity and its constituent smooth and detailed components against the true velocity. This example is taken from the synthetic data shown in the previous section. Figure 10 demonstrates how the best combined model predicts the prestack data. Figure 10a shows the data, Figure 10b shows the predicted prestack data (full reflectivity method) generated using the combined model in Figure 9 , and the difference between the predicted data and the "field" data is shown in Figure 10c . The postcritical reflections and the reflection events at the sediment-carbonate interface comprise the major differences. The former results from the fact that postcritical reflectionswere not included in the linearized inversion steps. The violation of the assumption of small fractional changes in the linearized approximation formulation explains the latter. It is the discrepancies between the prediction and the field records that provides the motivation for further improvement in the rock property estimation. We hope to achieve this by using full elastic waveform inversion with the combined model as the starting solution.
Model parameterization and inversion
We originally used VFSA, the faster version of SA, as the primary inversion tool. The objective function measures the error between the field data and predicted data generated by the full reflectivity method. The harmonic misfit measure for the L 2 norm was employed [equation (10)]. VFSA searches the model space to find a minimum in the misfit function (1 − h α ).
Regardless of the starting point, global optimization methods such as VFSA should be able to converge to a good solution. However, given the complexity of the full elastic waveform inversion, it may be simply impractical to search a large model space due to the enormous cost associated with generating a large number of synthetic seismograms. Fortunately, the combined model resulting from estimating the background and the perturbation should be reasonably close to the true model. Use of the combined model as the starting model, and a narrow search window around the starting model makes VFSA computationally tractable even for models with a large number of layers.
In the formulation of the linearized inversion scheme, we used the mudrock line to relate the background S-wave and P-wave velocities, and further simplify the problem by forcing density to be derived entirely from P-wave velocity.These are
Iterative linearized full waveform inversion
As suggested by the result from VFSA using the combined models as the starting model (Figure 9 ), the starting model is very close to the true model. A linear or quasi-linear relationship between the data and model parameters may now exist and can be explored using iterative linearized inversion. Iterative linearized inversion methods rely on the shape (gradient) of the misfit function to guide the model updates so they fall into the right place (decreasing error). Therefore, Frechet derivatives have to be evaluated, either numerically or analytically. For a 1-D earth model, analytic forms for the Frechet derivatives have been used in the past (McAulay, 1985; Wood, 1993) . The cost of computing Frechet derivatives in the worst case amounts to the cost of computing a full reflectivity gather. Also, special bookkeeping methods can be used to substantially reduce the cost of computing the Frechet derivatives (Wood, 1993) . For the sake of comparison, we now try iterative linearized inversion for the 84-layer model starting with the same combined model in Figure 9 . A maximum likelihood inversion (Menke, 1984) was applied to penalize both data and model residual. The Frechet derivatives were numerically computed at each iteration for the updated model parameters. Only the P-wave velocity is allowed to change at first, and the perturbation in P-wave velocity is set at 1 m/s. It took five iterations for the inversion to converge. The final data prediction residual is displayed along with the original data in Figure 15 . Except for some localized high-amplitude errors at the critical points, the residual is minimum. The model updates for each successive iteration are plotted in Figure 16 . The final model shows very little difference from the true model. The inversion finds the answer in five steps. We note, however, that we computed the Frechet derivatives numerically and thus the number of forward model evaluations was nearly the same as that used in VFSA.
APPLICATION TO CAROLINA TROUGH DATA-CMP1351
We apply the waveform inversion algorithm which we demonstrated in the previous sections to one of the reflection seismic profiles collected in the Carolina Trough area off the east coast of the United States. The shallow part (within 0.5 km below the sea floor) of the seismic sections is sometimes dominated by strong negative reflection events relative to the sea floor reflection, in some cases, even stronger than the sea floor reflection. These events are identified as Bottom Simulating Reflectors (BSRs). The prevailing explanation for BSRs is that the negative reflections come from the impedance contrasts between high-velocity gas hydrate and the free gas beneath it (Dillon and Paull, 1983; Miller et al., 1991; Bangs et al., 1993; Singh et al., 1993; Minshull et al., 1994) . The alternative explanation is that high-velocity gas hydrate alone can produce the observed negative events (Stoll and Bryan, 1979; Hyndman and Spence, 1992) . The high-resolution waveform inversion we developed will certainly help to infer the nature of BSRs. The objective is to derive detailed elastic parameters for the shallow part of the sediments where there is extensive presence of a BSR.
Here, we will present results from inversion of a single CDP gather (CDP 1351) from line BA-6, which was acquired in the Blake Ridge area where methane hydrates are known to exist. Figure 17 shows CMP1351 that has a prominent water-bottom reflection (3.44 s at near offset) and a BSR (4.0 s at the near offset). Notice that the water-bottom reflection is characterized by a continuous decrease in amplitude with offset, whereas the BSR amplitudes are negative and show a continuous increase with offset. The detailed processing steps are well documented in Wood (1993) , in which the same data were processed for the waveform inversion.
The waveform inversion involves the three steps described in the previous sections. At the first step, VFSA is used as the inversion tool to align the reflection events after applying The third step is to combine the background and perturbation to form a starting model for the full waveform elastic inversion. Then, VFSA is used to search a sufficiently large model space around the starting model to insure that a good minimum is found.
Like the synthetic example, we used five arctangent nodes, each one of which corresponds to a reflection event. The velo- city throw is allowed to be negative to accommodate the possible velocity decrease due to the likely presence of free gas. The position of the first node is fixed to the sea floor. A trace harmonic type of misfit measure (equation 10) is used as the objective function. After 250 iterations, no significant improvement can be found, signifying the convergence of the model. The NMO-corrected data using the best estimated model is displayed in Figure 18 . The reflection events are indeed aligned very well. To estimate the perturbation to the background, we used the mudrock line to relate shear wave velocity to P-wave velocity, and Gardner's equation relating density to P-wave velocity. The estimated perturbation to the P-wave and S-wave velocities are displayed in Figure 19 , along with two diagnostic quantities: pseudo-Poisson's ratio ( Q) and fluid factor ( F) to highlight the fluid anomaly. The strong negative anomaly in the fluid factor trace indicates a strong fluid signal.
The combined P-wave velocity model is shown in Figure 20 . An initial estimate of the wavelet is derived from the seafloor reflection. We define a search window of 10% around the starting model for use in the full waveform inversion with VFSA. The error curve became flat after 500 iterations. The P-wave and S-wave velocities and the density (Figure 21 ) are derived from the estimated model parameters, P-wave velocity, Poisson's ratio, and impedance. Of all three model parameters, density exhibits the least variations. An interval of low P-wave velocity is found right below an interval of relatively high velocity layer where the velocity goes even below 1.5 km/s, the water velocity. This result agrees with the velocity derived in Wood (1993) for approximately the same location. The data residual for the best fit model obtained from full waveform inversion is shown in the right panel of Figure 22 .
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we developed a full waveform inversion technique targeted to application areas where the subsurface structures are predominantly 1-D. The goal of the full waveform inversion is to derive meaningful high-resolution elastic parameters and density. In essence, the full waveform inversion technique is a cascade of three stages. In the first stage, a FIG. 21. The estimated P-wave and S-wave velocities and the density for CDP1351. Note V p falls to 1.5 km/s at the BSR, indicating the presence of free gas.
our models with the least artifacts. Having obtained the background velocity, a weighted stack technique based on the linearized approximation for P-wave reflection coefficients can be applied to the NMO-corrected gathers to estimate the perturbation to the background. In our particular implementation, the mudrock line is used to relate the background P-wave and S-wave velocities, and Gardner's equation is used to relate fractional changes in P-wave velocity to density. Any empirical relationship for a particular area, if justified, could replace these assumptions without changing the algorithm. A fluid factor parameter is then derived from fractional changes in P-wave and S-wave velocities and is diagnostic for the detection of hydrocarbon. Rough estimates of background S-wave velocity in necessary to obtain reasonable estimates of fluid factors using a weighted stacking technique. At the last stage of the inversion process, VFSA and iterative linearized inversion were used to compare the synthetic full reflectivity data with the original data. Since the starting model, derived from combining the background velocity with the perturbation, should not be too far away from the true model, the relationship between the data and model parameters is quasi-linear. The inverted background velocity model could itself be used in the full waveform inversion. The problem, however, is better constrained with the use of the combined model. As a real data-application example of the three-stage inversion algorithm, we analyzed one CMP along the seismic line BA-6 collected in the Carolina Trough area. The data were carefully processed to preserve true amplitudes. An empirical source wavelet estimated from the sea floor reflection was used. Our analysis found a thin gas layer that produces the BSR signal. The velocity of this thin layer falls below 1500 m/s, which can only be explained by the presence of free gas with a concentration of at least 1%.
FIG.
22. The best estimated model from full waveform inversion is used to generate synthetic seismograms to compare with the original data. The left panel is the data and the right panel is the difference between data and synthetics for the best-fit VFSA model.
The proposed inversion technique is completely affordable in a typical workstation environment. The last stage of the full waveform inversion is the most time-consuming part, and takes on average a little over two hours to process a single CDP on a Sparc 20.
There is still room for improvement. Problems arise in real data applications. The source wavelet estimation remains a key issue. In this case, the wavelet was derived from the sea floor reflection. Examination of the sea floor wavelet shows a ray parameter dependency. A clever way of incorporating a p-dependent source wavelet as part of the inversion remains to be investigated. The scaling between the data and true reflection coefficient remains an issue to be addressed. Depending on the area of application, well logs, known strong reflectors such as the sea floor, and multiples (as used here) can used to scale the data.
